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Abstract

Authorship attribution (AA), an area of re-001
search seeking to identify the author of a par-002
ticular text, is typically conducted on a closed003
set of authors, and often on certain forms of004
text, such as edited and less colloquial lan-005
guage like that available in news articles. This006
paper introduces a few-shot learning approach007
using prototypical networks and a mix of stylo-008
metric and pre-trained transformer-related fea-009
tures, as applied to Reddit data.010

By employing few-shot learning and applying011
our efforts to social media text, we are looking012
to expand beyond the typical AA application–013
allowing for disjoint author sets and shorter,014
more colloquial forms of English. Addition-015
ally, using subreddit IDs as a proxy for topics,016
we explore cross-topic analysis and differenti-017
ate performance accordingly. In so doing, we018
test the limits of AA, with the goal of setting a019
baseline for performance and assessing viabil-020
ity of few-shot learning for this task. Of the ex-021
hibited models, those trained with transformer022
embeddings performed well compared to ones023
with only stylometric features, and accounting024
for differing subreddits showed varying perfor-025
mances across models.026

1 Introduction027

Authorship attribution (AA) is a natural language028

processing (NLP) task focused on identifying the029

author of a piece of text out of a small pool of030

potential authors. Real-world applications include031

plagiarism detection as well as forensic and histori-032

cal/literary identity tracing (Meyer zu Eissen et al.,033

2007; Kestemont et al., 2016; van Cranenburgh,034

2012).035

While traditional classification approaches rely036

on having large quantities of text both for the un-037

known source as well as for each possible author,038

few-shot learning has been applied to a range of039

other classification tasks and shown success in re-040

ducing the amount of labeled data required (Wang041

et al., 2020; Tsimpoukelli et al., 2021; Geng et al., 042

2019). This paper focuses on AA via a dataset of 043

Reddit posts and comments, i.e., the objective of 044

the few shot learning task in this context is to distin- 045

guish between authors given a handful of example 046

Reddit comments for each. Traditional techniques 047

rely on stylometrics, features that capture how a 048

person writes rather than the content they tend to 049

write about (Stamatatos, 2009). Stylometrics can 050

be subdivided into different types of features based 051

on what the feature intends to encode: e.g., stylistic, 052

lexical, syntactic, and character n-gram features. In 053

the present work, various combinations of these 054

feature sets, as well as more recent transformer em- 055

beddings, are used to identify which features are 056

most suited to authorship attribution in the few-shot 057

scenario. 058

In addition to identifying optimal feature sets, 059

we also consider whether the inclusion of non- 060

stylometric approaches, e.g. transformers, may 061

be allowing the model to unintentionally focus on 062

“topic” rather than authorship. For example, if two 063

comments are written on the same subject matter 064

but by two different authors, will the model in- 065

correctly assume shared authorship? Stylometric 066

approaches are intended to avoid this scenario but 067

may have overall lower performance. Thus it is 068

important to identify whether there is a trade-off 069

between overall accuracy and errors based on sub- 070

ject matter. 071

2 Related Work 072

Historically, research into AA and related tasks 073

often falls into one of two categories, classifica- 074

tion and similarity-based models or systems (Sta- 075

matatos, 2009). Typical classification setups re- 076

quire a dataset with a closed set of authors, em- 077

ploying traditional supervised learning with the 078

authors identified in the training set also appear- 079

ing in the test set, though with new text samples 080

and often a limited number of authors (Stamatatos, 081
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2009). On the other side of the coin, similarity-082

based systems lend themselves to semi-supervised083

or few-sample scenarios, allowing for a disjoint084

and possibly larger set of potential authors. This085

work straddles the line between the two, using tradi-086

tional few-shot learning methodology with a larger087

number of authors (1,000 - 10,000) in a closed088

set, while maintaining the few-shot framework of089

a small number of unseen authors given a small,090

defined number of sample texts per author.091

2.1 Few-Shot Learning092

The approach defined in this paper adheres to an093

n-shot training and evaluation process, a method-094

ology employed in many few-shot learning setups,095

and conforms to typical n-shot terminology and096

episodic training (Vinyals et al., 2017). In this097

context, an episode is comparable to a batch and098

contains a support and query set; the framework099

randomly selects a specified number of classes and100

samples associated per class for a given {support,101

query} set–“k-way” will be used to describe the102

number of classes in a set; “n-shot” will be used to103

describe the number of samples supplied per class.104

Thus, 5-shot, 5-way classification will train based105

on sets of five authors with five sample texts apiece.106

Though there are several networks that can be107

used with the episodic training process (Koch et al.,108

2015; Vinyals et al., 2017; Sung et al., 2018), the109

experiments presented in this paper will make use110

of a prototypical network (Snell et al., 2017). In111

this case, the classes and samples used in the sup-112

port set are used to create a “prototype” of a class,113

an average of embeddings for each class specified114

in the support set. Data points from the query set115

are then mapped to a particular class based on mini-116

mum squared euclidean distance from the datapoint117

to the prototypes created with the support set (Snell118

et al., 2017).119

2.2 Authorship Attribution120

As mentioned above, many authorship121

identification-related studies rely on specific122

feature type generation, often subscribing to123

feature types thought to indicate writing style, or124

stylometry (Stamatatos, 2009; Ma et al., 2020).125

Common feature types in this field include126

character n-grams and syntactic and lexical-based127

information (Stamatatos, 2009; Sapkota et al.,128

2015; Ma et al., 2020). For example, function129

words such as determiners {the, a, an} and prepo-130

sitions {upon, into, under}, use of punctuation131

and casing, and even average length of words can 132

contribute to this feature extraction process. Note 133

that this process is highly language dependent. 134

Salient character n-grams and appropriate window 135

size will likely vary by language, for example, and 136

punctuation, casing, and even word length will 137

differ in multilingual contexts. This paper restricts 138

itself to English data, and the language-specific 139

facets of the feature extraction process do affect 140

which feature types are defined in the approach. 141

In attempting to define writing style, this method- 142

ology would separate style from topic, in some 143

form or fashion, which is not always simple to im- 144

plement. The objective in this case would be to 145

identify authors in a cross-topic situation without 146

inadvertently skewing the model towards identifi- 147

cation via subject matter, especially by picking up 148

topic-related tokens or n-gram features, a common 149

approach in supervised text classification. Explic- 150

itly delineating a distinct style versus topic lan- 151

guage is not cut and dried, and cross-topic author 152

identification can be a difficult task (Murauer and 153

Specht, 2021; Halvani et al., 2016). In fact, varia- 154

tions on topic masking or cross-topic classification 155

have been explored to account for this concept, and 156

define its impact on authorship attribution and iden- 157

tification tasks (Altakrori et al., 2021; Sari et al., 158

2018; Stamatatos, 2018). 159

This is especially notable given a potential real- 160

world application, i.e., a model trained on text from 161

an author writing about a particular subject matter 162

that cannot identify the writings of the same author 163

on a different topic. This can easily be imagined 164

in the reverse–one author is mistaken for the other 165

due to commonalities in subject matter. Cross-topic 166

research can also be extended to genre and domain 167

variations, though the work presented in this paper 168

will focus on the cross-topic aspect (Barlas and 169

Stamatatos, 2020) as applied to differing subreddits, 170

or forums dedicated to specific topics, and authors’ 171

post history in these varying subreddits. 172

Along the same vein, authorship identifica- 173

tion research has begun to incorporate pre-trained 174

transformer models into new training approaches, 175

though the potential for cross-topic performance 176

variance is a concern that has been noted and is 177

in the process of being addressed. Building on 178

the past several years of producing state-of-the-art 179

performance in multiple fields on natural language 180

processing (NLP), it is no surprise transfer learn- 181

ing with pre-trained transformer models has been 182
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extended to authorship identification. Indeed, re-183

cent research in this domain has made use of these184

breakthroughs (BERT, ELMO, etc.) (Devlin et al.,185

2019; Peters et al., 2018), with measured success186

(Fabien et al., 2020; Manolache et al., 2021; Mu-187

rauer and Specht, 2021).188

Generally, the application of these pre-trained189

models has sparked concern that performance of190

these models may be overly relying on topic-based191

cues, rather than style indicators (Manolache et al.,192

2021), and research into this area has suggested that193

stylometric-based models may provide more stabil-194

ity than their corresponding BERT-flavored models195

(Altakrori et al., 2021). Recent work in this area196

has shown promise, however–Fabien et al. were197

able to gain optimal performance in some contexts198

by combining stylometric and transformer-based199

features, and Manolache et al. mitigate this topic200

reliance by using disjoint training and evaluation201

sets (2020; 2021).202

The work presented in this paper will build on203

this prior research, combining established stylomet-204

ric features with more recent NLP transfer learning205

techniques. In order to push beyond “ideal” au-206

thorship attribution conditions, we present evalua-207

tions with an eye towards topic variation, as well208

as differing amounts of supplied training data. As209

AA is an NLP task presumably affected so largely210

by real-world variables, and with the potential for211

notable negative consequences, we intend to con-212

tribute to existing literature attempting to quantify213

and describe real-world performance in this area of214

research.215

3 Data216

The training and evaluation datasets were con-217

structed using the pushshift.io API1, extract-218

ing Reddit posts from 5,000 subreddits in Decem-219

ber 2020. Pushshift uses Reddit’s API2 to collect220

and archive data from the Reddit platform to offer221

researchers more convenient access to such data222

(Baumgartner et al., 2020). Pushshift has provi-223

sions in place to give users the option to remove224

their data from the public-facing API3.225

From this larger dataset, the data used within226

these experiments was pulled to account for 10,000227

authors posting at least 10 times within this time228

frame. When working with this data, unique au-229

1https://github.com/pushshift/api
2https://www.reddit.com/wiki/api-terms
3https://www.reddit.com/r/pushshift

thors and subreddits were recorded using the equiv- 230

alent of a unique ID, rather than a name or handle. 231

Unless otherwise specified, models reported in 232

this paper were trained using the training and vali- 233

dation splits available in Table 1, hereafter referred 234

to as “general” models. Varying experiments call 235

for different test sets depending on the analyti- 236

cal objective, but all evaluations adhere to disjoint 237

training, validation, and test author sets, i.e., au- 238

thors used in training are distinct from those used 239

in validation, just as authors used in testing are dis- 240

tinct from those in both the training and validation 241

sets. 242

Metric Train Val. Test

No. Authors 8,000 1,000 1,000
Posts / Author (med.) 16 16 14
Subreddits / Author (med.) 4 5 4
Characters / Post (med.) 256 277 262
Tokens / Post (med.) 52 56 54

Table 1: Relevant statistics of the general dataset used
in our experiments. Most models reported in this work
were trained using the above training and validation
splits. “Med.” specifies the median, e.g., “Posts / Au-
thor (med.)” denotes the median number of samples
per author in the indicated split.

4 Approach 243

This work includes a series of experiments with 244

trained models using a variety of feature types, de- 245

fined in Table 2. For ease of discussion, the feature 246

sets included are referenced using the correspond- 247

ing code, such as S1, S2, etc., and this notation is 248

maintained throughout the paper. In this context, 249

feature sets S1, S2, S3, and S4 are considered sty- 250

lometric feature types, and T describes transformer 251

model embeddings, extracted via a BERT-flavored 252

model (DistilBERT) available through the Hugging 253

Face Hub4 and transformers library5. (Sanh et al., 254

2019). 255

All part-of-speech (POS) tag features are ex- 256

tracted using the ARK Tweet NLP POS Tagger6, 257

designed with social media text in mind (Gimpel 258

et al., 2010; Owoputi et al., 2012), and tokenization- 259

based features rely on NLTK’s TweetTokenizer7. 260

Tables included in this paper will include an addi- 261

4https://huggingface.co/models
5v. 4.15.0; https://github.com/huggingface/transformers
6http://www.cs.cmu.edu/ ark/TweetNLP
7v. 3.6.7; https://www.nltk.org/api/nltk.tokenize.casual.html
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tional horizontal line splitting reported scores into262

two groups. This is used to easily distinguish be-263

tween models trained on only stylometric features,264

and those that include transformer embeddings.265

Stylometric features are pre-calculated using the266

entirety of the training dataset, rather than only267

those available in a given support set. This ap-268

plies primarily to n-grams, extracted via charac-269

ters or POS tags. Transformer-based embeddings270

rely on a given pre-trained model, specifically271

distilbert-base-uncased8. Though not272

reported in this paper, other transformer models273

such as BERT (Devlin et al., 2019) and RoBERTa274

(Liu et al., 2019) were examined for performance,275

but more extensive evaluations were ultimately per-276

formed using DistilBERT due to its reliable perfor-277

mance and fewer parameters (66M) (Sanh et al.,278

2019). Other models were not necessarily less suc-279

cessful than DistilBERT, rather DistilBERT’s GPU280

memory footprint was preferred while maintaining281

quality performance.282

Once features have been computed, feature sets283

are then concatenated using a mid-fusion technique284

wherein each feature set is separately encoded and285

then concatenated to produce a single representa-286

tion of the datapoint, as depicted in Figure 1. This287

concatenated representation is then used to train a288

prototypical network. These models are then ap-289

plied in multiple contexts, to better describe general290

performance.291

Training was conducted on an NVIDIA A100292

GPU, with training times varying from under one293

hour to approximately one day based on feature294

types. Reported train times are based on a max-295

imum of 300 iterations with 500 episodes each.296

Model weights were taken from the iteration with297

lowest validation loss, and higher scoring models298

tended to hit that target fairly early in the training299

process, 20 to 100 iterations. Smaller, stylomet-300

ric models tended to skew towards faster training301

times, while models trained with DistilBERT em-302

beddings skewed slower.303

5 Results304

The following experiments have been broken down305

into three different subsections: Categorized by306

Feature Type, Increasing N-shot, and Cross-Topic307

Analysis. Categorized by Feature Type analyzes308

the performances of models trained on a variety309

of concatenated feature types in a 5-shot, 5-way310

8https://huggingface.co/distilbert-base-uncased

scenario, while Increasing N-shot charts model per- 311

formance with increasing number of datapoints in 312

the support set, 1- to 20-shot. The final subsection 313

looks at varying performance given the impact of 314

additional factors, namely topics within support 315

and query sets. 316

5.1 Categorized by Feature Type 317

Given sets of differing feature types, how do mod- 318

els trained on stylometric vs. transformer-based 319

features compare? Models and train/validation/test 320

splits used here are hereafter referred to as gen- 321

eral models and datasets. These models will be 322

referred to again in other capacities as we discuss 323

experimental runs and analyses in other sections. 324

Feature Codes Val. Test

S1 63.8 64.9
S2 40.7 42.4
S3 62.6 63.1
S4 56.5 57.0
S1 + S2 64.0 66.1
S1 + S2 + S3 69.4 70.3
S1 + S2 + S3 + S4 71.8 72.8

T 87.7 87.7
S1 + S2 + S3 + S4 + T 87.6 88.0

Table 3: Accuracy for validation and test sets: 5-shot,
5-way.

5.2 Increasing N-shot 325

To investigate the effect of varying numbers of sam- 326

ples per class, a separate dataset was derived from 327

the December 2020 data. This dataset is compara- 328

tively reduced in size due to the requirements for 329

additional posts per author. In order to chart results 330

based on a support set with a range of 1 to 20 data- 331

points per author, the dataset was restricted to those 332

authors with at least 25 posts or comments, leaving 333

at least 5 texts for the query set. Table 4 records 334

statistics for this dataset. 335
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Feature Set Feature Code Description

Stylistic S1 Stylistic features including normalized counts of digits, al-
phabetic characters, punctuation and special characters, vo-
cabulary complexity, and more

Lexical S2 Normalized counts of 6 part of speech (POS) tags describing
function words

Syntactic S3 Counts of raw POS tags and POS tag n-grams (bigrams and
trigrams)

Character N-grams S4 Counts of character n-grams (bigrams and trigrams)
Transformer T Transformer model embeddings (DistilBERT)

Table 2: Describes each of the five feature sets used in various models trained for this task. Feature codes denoted
above are used to easily reference these feature sets throughout the paper.

Figure 1: Rendering of model architecture using mid-fusion. F1,...FN represent feature types such as syntactic
features, character n-grams, transformer embeddings, etc. Please note we use F and f to refer to any type of
feature, stylometric (S) or transformer (T). These are encoded using deep neural networks, concatenated, and
trained using a prototypical network. The prototypical network image was created based on a figure included in
Snell et al. (2017).

Metric Train Val. Test

No. Authors 800 100 100
Posts / Author (med.) 40 41 35.5
Subreddits / Author (med.) 5 4 5
Characters / Post (med.) 270 191 240
Tokens / Post (med.) 52 39 50

Table 4: Train and validation splits differ for these mod-
els (and only these models) due to the nature of the ex-
periment.

Using this dataset, models were trained in a 5-336

shot, 5-way scenario, with the number of datapoints337

increasing between 1 and 20 for subsequent testing.338

When running evaluations, support sets were con-339

structed using a [1-20]-shot 5-way paradigm. Fig-340

ure 2 shows a similar trend of performance increase341

across model types, with a sharp performance in-342

crease until about 4-shot and then a gradual in- 343

crease to a plateau. 344

5.3 Cross-Topic Analysis 345

This section focuses on the cross-topic aspect of 346

authorship attribution, using subreddit IDs as stand- 347

ins for various topics shared or excluded across 348

authors. As discussed above, cross-topic author- 349

ship identification efforts often report lower perfor- 350

mance values, which can adversely harm practical 351

applications. To further examine this element of 352

AA, this section breaks the following relevant ex- 353

periments into two parts, Performance by Author 354

“Difficulty” and Approximating Disjoint Topic Cov- 355

erage. These analyses attempt to quantify an ele- 356

ment of cross-topic analysis by aligning identified 357

(anonymized) authors with recorded subreddits as- 358

sociated with specific posts. 359
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Figure 2: Chart of model performance based on a range of datapoints per author (1-20) for a given support set.

5.3.1 Performance by Author “Difficulty”360

In this section, there are two main datasets to make361

note of, described in Table 5. Each one is a subset362

of the original test set described in Table 1, dividing363

authors into “easy” and “hard” sets of 200 authors364

each and corresponding posts. These authors were365

selected based on the number of unique subred-366

dits in which they posted, assuming posts within367

the same subreddit likely focused on a particular368

topic. Thus, authors posting in fewer subreddits369

were deemed “easy,” and those posting across more370

subreddits were deemed “hard.”371

Dataset Subreddits / Author (med.)

Easy 1
Hard 10

Table 5: A total of 400 authors extracted from the orig-
inal test data described in Data. Easy authors have the
fewest number of unique subreddits; hard authors have
the most.

Table 6 shows the results of running models on372

the Easy/Hard datasets. As expected, the “Easy”373

dataset shows higher accuracy across the board374

when compared to the “Hard” dataset, presumably375

due to less varied topics within the identified posts.376

Feature Codes Easy Hard

S1 77.2 58.5
S2 53.6 35.9
S3 76.6 55.7
S4 70.3 49.1
S1 + S2 78.2 60.0
S1 + S2 + S3 81.5 65.3
S1 + S2 + S3 + S4 82.9 66.6

T 94.8 83.4
S1 + S2 + S3 + S4 + T 94.7 83.4

Table 6: General models applied to a subset of the ini-
tial test set outlined in Categorized by Feature Type;
easy and hard authors are identified based on the num-
ber of subreddits accounted for in corresponding texts.

5.3.2 Approximating Disjoint Topic Coverage 377

Rather than focusing on overall topic variability by 378

author, the following analysis concentrates instead 379

on an approximation of disjoint topics (subreddits) 380

between the support and query sets for a given 381

author. Maintaining completely disjoint authors be- 382

tween training, validation, and test sets, this partic- 383

ular effort ensures at least 50 or 100% of the query 384

set includes posts from subreddits not included in 385

the support set when evaluating the model. As 386

this process requires differing subreddits between 387

support and query sets but does not maintain dis- 388

joint sets of subreddits between train/validation/test 389

splits, we have used the term approximating dis- 390

joint topic coverage in creating these cross-topic 391
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sets. As many authors in the general test set did not392

have the required variation in subreddit postings,393

separate test sets were curated from the Decem-394

ber 2020 source dataset. Specifics are available in395

Table 7.396

Metric D50 D100

No. Authors 857 105
Posts / Author (med.) 32 52
Subreddits / Author (med.) 13 12
Characters / Post (med.) 300 342
Tokens / Post (med.) 62 67

Table 7: D50 and D100 are abbreviations for Disjoint-
{50, 100}. 50 and 100 refer to the percentage of mini-
mum topic distinction between support and query sets
for a given class.

Table 8 reports findings, comparing “disjoint”397

performance from the “general” test set used in398

other sections of this paper. Due to the challenge of399

the task, a drop in performance is expected when400

comparing to the general models, and we do indeed401

see that in this case. Additionally, Disjoint-100 gen-402

erally performs better than Disjoint-50, which may403

seem counter-intuitive, given the guaranteed dis-404

joint subreddits between support and query sets. A405

possible explanation would suggest curating sup-406

port and query sets along topic lines can actually407

improve cross-topic performance, presumably due408

to varied topic exposure.409

Feature Codes Gen. D50 D100

S1 64.9 58.5 62.6
S2 42.4 35.4 40.8
S3 63.1 55.1 61.0
S4 57.0 49.8 54.1
S1 + S2 66.1 58.8 62.6
S1 + S2 + S3 70.3 63.5 66.1
S1 + S2 + S3 + S4 72.8 65.4 67.8

T 87.7 81.1 82.2
S1 + S2 + S3 + S4 + T 88.0 81.0 82.7

Table 8: Results of cross-topic support and query sets
as compared to the general, random test set used in Ta-
ble 3. Applied models are the same as those outlined
above, general models.

6 Conclusion 410

Models using transformer embeddings perform 411

well overall, compared to the outlined stylomet- 412

ric feature sets. Similar patterns in performance 413

fluctuation, i.e., cross-topic and increasing n-shot 414

analyses, appear to apply across different feature 415

types. In general, the 5-shot, 5-way models ap- 416

pear to rapidly increase in accuracy up to 4 or 417

4 datapoints, with gradual increases beyond that 418

benchmark. Additionally, cross-topic analysis sug- 419

gests performance is heavily influenced by topic 420

variation, whether in variation available per author 421

overall or via curated support and query sets. Addi- 422

tional experimentation looking into disjoint support 423

and query sets, as well as train/validation/test splits, 424

may yield more information given some of the re- 425

sults reported here. 426

6.1 Limitations and Future Work 427

The Reddit dataset compiled for these experiments 428

is from a compressed time frame, is focused only 429

on English-language posts, and analysis was con- 430

ducted without nuanced regard for the specific 431

types of topics included in the varying subreddits. 432

It is possible some of the included subreddits are 433

more semantically related to each other than oth- 434

ers. Future work could curate datasets with specific 435

attention to subreddits, and perhaps use similarity 436

measures to describe or differentiate topics. 437

Regarding feature fusion techniques, early itera- 438

tions of models did pursue early fusion, but more 439

rigorous experimentation may have caught more ef- 440

fective techniques. Perhaps there is more work that 441

can be done here beyond strict early versus mid- 442

fusion; certain combinations of stylometric feature 443

types could potentially benefit from earlier con- 444

catenation. Likewise, more rigorous exploration of 445

stylometric features may have unknown benefits to 446

those models effected. Subtle variations in features, 447

such as feature reduction techniques, could have 448

an impact. This was investigated to an extent, but 449

future work could concentrate specifically on these 450

features (and other stylometric feature types). 451

6.2 Ethical Considerations 452

Data privacy can be considered one the fundamen- 453

tal ethical concerns in the field of machine learning 454

and artificial intelligence research. Given this posi- 455

tion, any work extracting author or user identities 456

needs to be carefully approached. In forensic or 457

law enforcement applications in particular, the lim- 458
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itations of real-world applications must be taken459

into account considering real-world consequences,460

as well as data privacy issues and potential for mis-461

use (Solove, 2007). The same techniques used to462

expose the author of a threatening letter can also be463

used by oppressive governments (and private enti-464

ties) to target individuals belonging to marginalized465

groups, for example.466

Beyond this aspect, there is also a legitimate con-467

cern regarding de-anonymization of publicly avail-468

able articles and social media postings, which has469

contributed to studies into automatic anonymiza-470

tion or author masking (Brennan et al., 2012; Em-471

mery et al., 2021; Bo et al., 2021). Demasking the472

author of an anonymous posting beyond law en-473

forcement/prosecution can have devastating impli-474

cations, including career ramifications and loss of475

public anonymity, which can lead to public allega-476

tions and harassment (Ainsworth and Juola, 2019).477

These risks must be considered when approaching478

author identification tasks.479
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